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That’s Medicaid
Critical coverage for mental health treatment

Since 1965, Medicaid has been a backbone of the U.S. health care 
system. The joint state-federal insurance program covers one in five 
Americans—including many elderly and disabled individuals and 40 
percent of all U.S. children. 

That’s Medicaid is a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-led effort to 
share diverse stories of people who have been covered by Medicaid  
at critical points in their lives, underscoring the importance of stable 
health insurance coverage to a nationwide Culture of Health. 

This booklet focuses on the role of Medicaid coverage in supporting 
individuals seeking care for their mental health. We look at a wide range 
of stories from across the country for individuals who were able to move 
forward thanks to critical mental health coverage.

Each of these stories represents a unique example of how Medicaid 
coverage has been valuable in many people’s lives. We encourage you  
to use these stories as resources, and to check out the full collection  
of stories and videos on www.ThatsMedicaid.org.

http://www.thatsmedicaid.org
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Nancy’s life was turned upside down when 
forced to leave home while still in high school. 
Health insurance was the last thing on her mind. 
It wasn’t until an episode of bad allergies that 
Nancy was forced to face the reality of how 
important health care coverage can be. 

Three years later, Nancy once again found 
herself in need of health care when she 
experienced an extreme case of the flu and 
needed to be transported to the hospital. 
Hesitant because of expenses she couldn’t 
afford, her nurse convinced her to sign up for 
Medicaid. 

Medicaid not only fully covered Nancy’s medical 
bills and allowed to her to receive the care she 
lacked when she was younger, but she was also 
able to receive mental health care as she dealt 
with the trauma of her past home life. 

“Medicaid helped me through my trauma. I lived 
in a toxic household and therapy allowed me to 
develop my own emotions,” she says. “It wasn’t 
healthy for me to keep going the way I was.”

Nancy’s life has turned around for the better. 
She’ll soon be off Medicaid and receive health 
care through her full-time job and will soon start 
as a college student.

The help Nancy received from Medicaid inspired 
her to study medical billing when she goes to 
college. She wants to help others learn about 
Medicaid and its benefits, the same way her 
nurse did for her three years ago.

“It’s sad that so many people don’t know about 
Medicaid,” Nancy says. “It helped me when I was 
alone in the world.”

When Affordable Care  
Doesn’t Seem Impossible
Nancy R. - Las Vegas, Nevada
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Robert had health insurance intermittently 
throughout his life before a bladder infection 
in 2017 left him in the hospital and in need of 
surgery. He obtained temporary Medicaid there 
and eventually received full-time coverage upon 
being discharged. 

Treatment for the infection has opened up doors 
for the expanded care he needs. 

After working on Wall Street for a number of years 
with health insurance, Robert had jobs on a horse 
farm and at a racetrack in New Jersey, but those 
were often seasonal positions that did not come 
with benefits.  

Now in his late 50s, the program is helping 
him with other health issues such as addiction, 
depression, and high cholesterol, providing 
medication, doctor visits, and therapy needed for 
his conditions. 

“Medicaid has been a godsend,” he says. “It is 
better than anything I ever expected.” 

Robert sings the praises of the therapists he has 
received as part of his treatment and the follow-up 
they provide. 

“It is probably the greatest thing ever,” he says. “It 
gives you the best feeling and emotions that any 
human being can possibly have.” 

When Recovery  
Is Made Accessible
Robert R. - Oakhurst, New Jersey

Watch: Robert’s story in his own words

https://thatsmedicaid.org/stories/when-recovery-is-made-accessible/#robert
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Matthew is an Alaska Native of Yupik descent 
and a member of the Kasigluk Tribe. Born with 
fetal alcohol syndrome, he was in foster care 
early in his life and has been on Medicaid for 
much of his 26 years.

After being adopted by Mary, a dentist in the 
United States Public Health Service, Medicaid 
provided Matthew with the medical care and 
behavioral health services he required as a 
child for his anxiety and post-traumatic stress 
disorder resulting from abusive situations in the 
foster care system.

“I didn’t have any other way to get the services 
he needed,” Mary says. “It allowed us to become 
a family and I think that is pretty special.”  

The program in Alaska provides Matthew with 
medication and transportation services for 
shopping and other needs, as well as support 
for his assisted-living housing, which gives him a 
sense of independence. 

“I rely on Medicaid a lot,” he says. “Without it I 
would have no backup plan. I am very thankful 
for all the services it can provide.”

When You Recover 
From a Rocky Start
Matthew W. - Anchorage, Alaska
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Long before he enrolled in Medicaid, Tom was 
familiar with the health insurance system—he was 
a highly successful insurance agent with a college 
degree and a six-figure salary. But Tom’s life was 
soon disrupted by family tragedy. Both of his 
parents died in a car accident, and his sister lost 
her battle with cancer 16 days later. The resulting 
mental trauma caused him to lose his job and his 
home, and he eventually moved into a homeless 
shelter. “I went from living to surviving,” he recalls.

Tom discovered he was eligible for Ohio’s Medicaid 
program, and was approved for coverage within 
days. Medicaid helped Tom receive a diagnosis 
and treatment for kidney cancer, and therapy 
sessions to address his anxiety and post-traumatic 
stress disorder. The mental health care he 

received, Tom said, also led to an improvement 
in his physical well-being. “For the first time in 20 
years, I was happy,” Tom said.

Tom is now back on his feet. He moved out of the 
homeless shelter into an apartment of his own, 
and he works full-time in the meat department at 
a local supermarket. Tom still carries his homeless 
shelter ID card with him to remind himself how far 
he’s come.

“If I didn’t have Medicaid, I wouldn’t have been able 
to see a therapist and get treated for my mental 
health, and I wouldn’t have received treatment for 
my cancer,” said Tom. “Having that coverage is a 
real stress relief, and I receive quality care through 
Medicaid.”

When Tragedy Strikes
Tom S. - Dayton, Ohio

Watch: Tom’s story in his own words

https://thatsmedicaid.org/stories/when-tragedy-strikes/#tom
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Stacia suffered from substance use disorder and 
coinciding mental health symptoms for many 
years, which eventually caused her to lose her 
home, custody of her children, and almost her life. 
After hitting rock bottom, Stacia checked herself 
into a facility that treats substance abuse and 
mental health issues holistically. Medicaid covered 
Stacia’s stay as she worked to recover from years 
of addiction. 

Stacia graduated and has stayed sober. Two years 
later, she was hired by the facility that helped save 
her life. Now the lead behavioral health worker, 
she helps patients through the same challenges 
that she overcame. 

“Whenever someone walks in and surrenders 
themselves to getting help and making their 

lives better, I get emotional because I remember 
walking in myself,” Stacia said. “When I tell new 
clients that I graduated from the program myself, 
their eyes light up with hope.”

Stacia believes recovery is never finished, but she 
is grateful for how far she has come. Now privately 
insured, Stacia lives with her husband and 
children. She dedicates her free time to serving 
her family, church and recovery community.

She is thankful Medicaid opened the door to 
recovery for her and is determined to make the 
most of her second chance. “Medicaid gave me 
the opportunity to get the recovery care I so 
desperately needed,” Stacia said. “Without it, I 
honestly don’t know how I would have gotten 
sober.” 

When You Hit Rock Bottom
Stacia T. - Cottonwood, Arizona

Watch: Stacia’s story in her own words

https://thatsmedicaid.org/stories/when-you-hit-rock-bottom/#stacia
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When Ashley moved to New Mexico to be with 
her mother, she unexpectedly lost the private 
health insurance she received under her father’s 
plan. Her mother told her about the benefits of 
signing up for Medicaid, having experienced a 
lack of preventative care as a child.

Medicaid gave Ashley the chance to take control 
of her health and get the help she needed 
mentally and physically.

“It was a blessing just to be able to go to the 
doctor,” she says. 

When care became accessible, so did good 
health. Ashley received care for her chronic 

migraines which held her back from being able 
to live in peace. She was also able to seek help 
following a mental health crisis which made 
access to therapy even more urgent, a service 
which Medicaid covered. 

Ashley recently began a new full-time position as 
a math teacher and moved to private insurance 
provided by her employer.

“Growing up there was a stigma that being on 
Medicaid was a bad thing,” Ashley says. “These 
days, I’m just insanely grateful for Medicaid.”

When Good Health  
Becomes Accessible
Ashley N. - Albuquerque, New Mexico


